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Launched a global, 
patient-centric trial 
education website

Deployed prescreeners 
for caregivers to check 
children’s eligibility

Tapped into the 
reach of 9 different 
recruitment partners 
simultaneously

Recruiting pediatric,  
ultra-rare disease patients

Making smart, strategic 
investments with clear ROI

Increasing awareness of 
the clinical trial globally

Managing internal and 
external vendors centrally

How Did Citeline Connect Help?

Challenges & Priorities
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The Results
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LEARN MORE
To learn more about Citeline Connect,  
visit www.citelineconnect.com

Patients surveyed using pre-screener technology

Patients automatically referred to the closest site

Patients randomized into the clinical trial

“Our study’s site through Citeline Connect gave us a streamlined, 
single-source tool that facilitated our collaborative efforts with rare 
disease advocacy groups around the world to generate awareness 
about our study and efficiently, effectively recruit potential study 

participants. The Citeline Connect team was responsive and helpful 
throughout the development, launch and active phases of our site 

enabling us to focus on study execution.”

Davelyn Hood, MD, MBA, Director of Scientific and Patient Affairs at Rezolute

https://www.citelineconnect.com
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